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All activities in this leadership journey relate to Discovering, Connecting, 

and Taking Action—the three Girl Scout keys to leadership! Plus, Girl 

Led, Cooperative Learning, and Learning By Doing processes make the 

activities fun and powerful for girls. Here, in a role-play activity from Session 3, 

you can see how these processes and the national Girl Scout outcomes—the 

benefits we want for girls—play out during a team gathering. The processes 

and outcomes are so seamless you might not notice them. Throughout the 

journey, processes and outcomes play out again and again. Before you know it, 

you’ll be using these valuable aspects of Girl Scouting in whatever Daisies do!

Role-Play: Choices, Choices 
Ask the girls to pair up for some role-play about making decisions. 

Then read them one of these scenarios (or another that you create based on 

the girls’ discussions, examples from the animal expert who visited, or other 

situations that have come up along the journey): 
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What It All Means for Girls

FROM SAMPLE SESSION 3This is a good example of 
the Cooperative Learning 
process, as girls team up 
to develop and practice 
decision-making skills. 

Role-play activities are also 
great examples of Learning 
by Doing for girls, as they 
strengthen and practice 
their social skills with real-
life sample scenarios. 

Scenario 1

Abby and Ellie are playing catch in Ellie’s backyard when they hear a sad 

little “chirp, chirp” sound coming from the woods. They follow the sound and 

discover a baby bird on the ground. They look up and see the chick has fallen 

from a nest in one of the trees. 

“Poor little baby bird,” cries Abby. “Let’s get it back in its nest with its mommy,” 

she suggests. 

“Maybe we should go in and tell my mom,” says Ellie. “I’m not sure if we should 

touch it, even though it looks like it wants to get back to its nest right away.”

“But the branch is so close, and the baby is so sad,” says Abby.

Take on the roles of Ellie and Abby and decide together what you will do: Lift the 

bird back into its nest or tell Ellie’s mom. 
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After each pair of girls decides what they will do, have them present their 

solutions to the full group of Daisies as a short role-play. 

After the first scenario, you might point out that there may be other things 

that the girls might decide to do. For example, the girls can take the dog for 

a quick walk now, and a longer one after the fair. Ask if they think that might 

be a good thing to do. 

Then wrap up by guiding the Daisies to draw pictures and write captions 

under them to describe how their decision to help or not help made them 

feel, and put them in the Team Birdbath. You might use this template:

In this example, girls are 
learning to compromise by 
recognizing that what they 
say and do affects other 
people. They must consider 
and balance their and 
others’ needs if everyone is 
to be satisfied in the end. 

Recognizing that what they 
say and do has an effect 
on others moves toward 
the Discover Outcome, 
Girls develop positive 
values. Girls’ recognition 
that they can act on behalf 
of themselves and others 
targets the Take Action 
Outcome, Girls advocate for 
themselves and others.

Asking girls to identify 
how they feel after 
making a decision 
moves them toward 
the Connect Outcome, 
Girls develop healthy 
relationships, as does 
their decision, if they 
decided to help, in 
either scenario.

Scenario 2

Two friends, Pilar and Jessie, are walking to a fair in their town. They are very excited. “I’m going to go on the roller coaster!” Pilar says. 

“I can’t wait to play the arcade games,” says Jessie.

“Yoo hoo!” calls 90-year-old Mrs. Smith from her window, as the girls pass by. Pilar and Jessie stop. Mrs. Smith tells the girls she is not feeling well today and asks, “Will you please walk my dog right now?” 

Take on the roles of Pilar and Jessie and decide together what you will do: Walk the dog and be late for the fair, or tell Mrs. Smith that you can’t walk her dog. 

Though not project-focused, 
decision-making here is an 
excellent example of social 
problem-solving for Daisies, 
and striving toward the Take 
Action Outcome, Girls are 
resourceful problem-solvers.

Each of these scenarios, in which girls work toward 
recognizing and considering that other people have thoughts 
and feelings that are different from their own, is aimed at 
Discover Outcome, Girls develop critical thinking skills.

I decided to

and I feel 

about my decision.
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